Overview
To evaluate vehicle simulation models, there is a need to compare simulation results to test data and/or results from higher fidelity simulations. Several types of tests and/or maneuvers may need to be compared. Military procurement requirements. A process/tool for evaluation of vehicle simulation models has been developed.
Evaluation Types
A thorough evaluation will include: Laboratory type tests -weight distribution, kinematics and compliance, steering ratio, and other static measures. Dynamic maneuvers -handling, drive train, braking, ride, and obstacle types.
Historical Background
In 1990, Heydinger, et. al. presented a methodology for validating vehicle dynamics simulation that compared vehicle simulation results to physical testing "A… …mathematical model… …will be considered to be valid if, within some specified operating range of a system, a simulation's predictions of a system's responses of interest to specified input(s) agree with the actual physical system's responses to the same input(s) to within some specified level of accuracy"
In 1994, Bernard and Clover suggested that three separate questions need to be addressed in the validation process:
Is the model appropriate for the vehicle and maneuver of interest? Is the simulation based on equations that faithfully replicate the model? Are the input parameters reasonable?
Model Post Processor (MPP)
This tool allows a vehicle dynamicist to evaluate simulations and/or models by:
selecting vehicle models from a variety of simulation programs; evaluating/comparing/contrasting models using static vehicle metrics; and evaluating models using dynamic vehicle maneuvers.
MPP Subcomponents
Dynamic Vehicle Metrics (DVM) -consists of a wide range of dynamic vehicle maneuvers
Ride and handling, Braking, Acceleration, etc.
Consistency Metrics (CM) -consists of a set of quasi-static vehicle tests K and C, steering ratio, etc.
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